“Prior to Stratex our plan was managed utilizing spreadsheets, datasheets, word documents, etc. With Stratex we have streamlined the process from our 5-year SWOT and goal setting to short term action items. Plan time management has been cut up to 75%, especially during the initial planning stages and ongoing annual planning. I can’t imagine having to manage our plan again without Stratex!”

Tina Kirsch – Corporate Performance Officer
Midwest Transplant Networks

“We are very excited to continue to implement Stratex. We used the Stratex framework already to develop the City’s most recent update to the five-year Citywide Business Plan. Stratex will provide further accountability to delivery of city programs and goals as adopted by the City Council. We will also begin using Stratex as a framework for the KCStat meetings with the Mayor and the City Manager. Kansas City is already regarded as a municipal leader in strategic planning and performance management. Stratex will provide that next tool in the box to further enhance what is already a national model.”

Scott M. Huizenga – Budget Officer
City of Kansas City, Missouri

We provide software and services to lead your organization in a way not previously imagined. We solve the problems you haven’t yet identified through organizational analysis and innovative strategic planning approaches. We imagine the unimaginable and show you how to achieve it.

Learn more at www.stratexsolutions.com

To schedule a private demonstration
call or email:

contact@stratexsolutions.com
816-846-0099

A goal without a plan is just a wish. Are you willing to bet your organization’s future on a set of wishes? The Stratex Solutions ensure better results every day, every month, every year. Are you ready to make your move?
Stratex Solutions works with organizations to simplify and maximize organizational performance management approaches. Our offerings combine personalized professional services with technology-based solutions to provide the most innovative outcomes. Our focus areas include Strategic Planning, Organizational Performance improvement, and application of the Baldrige Performance Excellence framework.

Ascend focuses on sustainable approaches to the organizational process of defining its strategy, identifying execution methods, and making decisions on allocating resources to pursue the strategies determined to be the highest priorities. We work with Clients to set goals, objectives and strategies to achieve the goals and mobilize resources to execute the actions.

Apex provides a road map to identify organizational opportunities for improvement, which supports the identification of solutions to problems previously not identified. Through our technology-based solutions, we coach leadership to build credibility through a systems-based approach, team-based collaboration and transparency in communication to facilitate full organizational assessment.

Organizational Performance embarks on the organization's performance vision. A way to look at organizational performance is by grouping different factors into three categories: the external environment of the organization, the internal environment of the organization, and the organizational outcomes. One of the most important things is that all these three factors are highly interdependent and interactive with each other.

The Baldrige Journey: An Integrated and Connected Process
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